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Preface 
 
What is Business Architecture?

Business Architecture (BA) is an approach to clarifying, elaborating, and illuminating an organization’s business and operating 
models in a way that creates new insights, broader perspectives, and deeper understanding of how the organization as a 
whole creates value and that drives more strategic and collaborative decision making. 

Source: Jeff Scott, Editorial Director, BAInstitute.org and President, Business Innovation Partners 

What BA Enables

• Business Architecture provides context and understanding to organizational environments. 
• It defines and creates your organization to enable and enhance your purpose. It is the discipline to align current and 

future business goals with people, process, and tools, and convey current and future business opportunities to the 
organization. 

• BA is defining and creating your business and operations to enable and enhance achievement of your purpose.
• It enables you to understand and optimize your organization from the “top down” and “bottom up”
• It links business and technology…current and future. 
• It is the discipline to align current and future business goals with people, process, and tools, and convey current and 

future business opportunities to the organization.

Reference: BA101: Introduction to Business Architecture, BAInstitute.org Training Course

Sources: Linda Finley, Faculty Member, BAInstitute.org & Architect and Owner, Leadership Advantage

Patrick Salaski, Faculty Member, BAInstitute.org & Principal Architect and Owner, Vision 2 Reality, Inc.

About BAInstitute.org

BAInstitute.orgSM, hosted by BrainStorm Group, Inc., is a leading provider of education and research on BA and related 
topics. It is dedicated to informing and educating BA professionals on the methods, techniques, tools and trends in BA. 
Services to members include a curriculum of training courses, certification, and regular articles, white papers and webinars 
on relevant topics. BAInstitute.org prides itself on providing a combination of public events, onsite training, and online 
delivery for training courses. Contact us here: info@bainstitute.org.

We Want Your Opinion!
Tell Us What Tools You Care About

 Take Our Quick Survey

 
© 2016 by BAInstitute.orgSM, hosted by BrainStorm Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Reproductions in whole or in part are  
prohibited except by written permission. E-mail requests or feedback to info@bainstitute.org.

http://www.bainstitute.org/survey/business-architecture-tools-survey
http://www.bainstitute.org/survey/business-architecture-tools-survey
http://info@bainstitute.org
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Determining The Right Business 
Architecture Software for Your Journey

Introduction
Business Architecture has made great strides in becoming an agile business transformation framework for Fortune 500 
organizations.1 Business leaders are looking for ways to translate corporate strategy into measurable execution and the 
practice of Business Architecture is a pragmatic solution to this challenge.  

Practitioners are struggling to clearly articulate their value to the business, determine exactly what to call themselves, and 
establish an identity broader than business capability modeling.  

Professional training courses and certifications are gaining wide acceptance, most notably those offered by the BAInstitute.
org and the Business Architecture Guild. However, many practitioners are facing the challenge of determining the right 
software tools to carry along their journey.

Differentiating itself from the practice of traditional Business Analysis, Business Process Management, and Enterprise 
Architecture, Business Architecture rapidly closes the gap between business strategy and implementation. Business 
Architecture’s holistic focus on business capabilities includes addressing people, process, and information factors commonly 
neglected in traditional technology project execution.  

About the Report Series: Business Architecture Tools of the Trade
Overview
This Business Architecture Tools of the Trade (BATT) overview report will provide guidance in selecting the right tool for the 
right job by categorizing and matching tools to practice segments within your organization. This report will:

• Highlight the value of Business Architecture to business leaders
• Identify three primary use cases for Business Architecture software 
• Match software tools to Business Architecture practice segments
• Provide a feature framework that we will use to evaluate Business Architecture software tools 

 
BATT Reports: Vendor Tools Reviewed
Subsequent reports in this series will use the evaluation framework provided in this overview to review the various types of 
Business Architecture tools from both large and small vendors.

The Value of Business Architecture as a Practice
A great deal of the current discourse around Business Architecture has been focused on job titles for practitioners, differences 
from business analysis or enterprise architecture, or arguments about the right format for capability maps. Successful 
practitioners have recognized the unique opportunity to use Business Architecture to provide value to Business leaders. 
Insights from Business Architecture frameworks enable business leaders to visualize how the organization creates, measures, 
and delivers value to its internal and external customers.  

Kaplan and Norton tell us that “95% of a typical workforce does not understand its organizations strategy”2 and that “90% of 
organizations fail to execute their strategy successfully”2. Even if an organization is within the 10% that succeeds at execution, 
“Only 63% of a strategy’s potential value is realized by organizations because of deficiencies and errors in planning and execution.”2  

Business leaders want assurance that downstream strategic plans and initiatives being executed by their business operations 
stay aligned with the overall enterprise strategy. Business Architecture bridges these gaps by providing shared understanding, 
common vocabulary, and frameworks for managing strategic execution across an enterprise5 as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Strategy to Execution Value Stream  

FIG. 1

Three Use Cases for Business Architecture Software
After observing the full value stream that represents a typical corporate strategy to execution approach, the overlap in what 
business architects do compared to other disciplines becomes apparent. It is important to note that Business Architecture 
has deep roots in operations focused Enterprise Architecture (EA) and Business Process Management (BPM) before 
exploring related software platforms.3 The focus of this analysis will be on use cases for tools that enable business architects 
to practice beyond the traditional EA, BPM domains.  

The three major use cases for business architecture:
1. Evaluating Strategic Options
2. Enterprise Operational Assessments (Enterprise Modeling)
3. Business Unit and IT Operational Assessments (Business Unit Modeling)

Use Case #1 – Evaluating Strategic Options

The first use case for Business Architecture involves using the outputs of the models and frameworks to evaluate 
corporate strategy formulation. While developing strategy, an organization will create or review its business model within 
the context of its customer value proposition or financial objectives. Market analysis and financial performance are often 
factors that lead to tradeoff and relationship analysis. The organization then formulates objectives, provides a framework 
for prioritization, determines performance measures for success, and establishes how strategy will be communicated 
across the business.  

Very few Business Architecture practitioners today have achieved a trusted advisor status to be part of these discussions 
which typically involve C-level leaders and sessions facilitated by strategy consulting firms. There is a high level of 
ambiguity, rapid changes to documentation, and information sharing tends to be very visual, but are highly controlled. 
However, those Business Architecture Practitioners who get the opportunity will deliver value here by providing high 
level visualizations and models. The Business Architects delivering in this space often utilize entrepreneurial startup 
techniques adapted for use inside of large corporations doing business model innovation. Typical deliverables for use 
case #1 include the Business Model Canvas, Customer Value Proposition, Capability Models, and Capability to Initiative 
Heat maps.   
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These types of visualizations help the strategy formulation stakeholders to rapidly evaluate the impact that different 
strategic approaches could have on an organization, and determine how realistic it would be to execute them. Business 
Architecture practitioners with advanced facilitation skills may also participate in new product development, refining 
the customer value proposition, or the creation of entirely new business models based on overall corporate objectives. 
Software tools for use case #1 need to be highly visual, easy to use by executives, and collaborative in support of a small 
group of users.     

Use Case #2 – Enterprise Operational Assessments (Enterprise Modeling)

A second and most common use case for Business Architecture is modeling the enterprise for the purpose of assessing 
the entire business operation. Operational assessments typically involve mapping the strategy to factors like people, 
process, technology, and information. Insights are gained by understanding these relationships and their dependencies. 
Optimum value is provided to the business leader here because this enables them to further refine the business 
strategy across their enterprise. 

Business Architecture Practitioners deliver value by developing and maintaining detailed enterprise models that provide 
insight to how the organization operates. High levels of collaboration result not only in actionable information, but also 
in persistent connections across business units, as well as the translation of business language across departments. 
This use case often gets blurred as being the highest level of process or technical architecture, but clarity is gained 
when one recognizes that Business Architecture combines these frameworks along with an organizational element into 
one comprehensive view. Another distinguishing factor is that the realization of a strategy may not depend solely on a 
technical capability achieved through a software implementation. Typical deliverables include Value Stream Diagrams, 
Current/Future State Capability Maps, and Process Classification Frameworks. Software tools for use case #2 need to be 
visual, able to integrate with multiple information sources, based on an architecture framework, object oriented, able to 
drill down to details.    

Use Case #3 – Business Unit or IT Operational Assessment (Business Unit Modeling)

A third use case for Business Architecture is very similar to use case #2, but limits the scope to a particular business unit 
or department, and adds strong focus on portfolio management.  

The high level plans of action at the business unit and department levels are usually from the corporate strategy. Business 
unit and department leaders are often left to connect the dots on how to realize this new strategy and reconcile conflicts 
with any in-flight projects. Current initiatives will need to be reprioritized based on changes in the strategy after the 
current demands in the portfolio will be taken into consideration. Duplicate initiatives across silos will be aligned, and 
poorly performing initiatives that are not aligned to long term strategy will be deprioritized. Based on portfolio demand, 
ability to execute, and historical performance, a target state roadmap and Business Architecture is created at a detailed 
level. Finally, success measures are defined, assigned, established for organizational and individual accountability. 

Business Architecture Practitioners deliver value in use case #3 by providing tools and insights to reprioritize the current 
state initiative portfolio and finalize the roadmap for future state development across people, process, and technology. 
Typical deliverables include detailed Business Capability Maps, Gap Assessments, Current/Future State Portfolio 
Roadmaps, and Benefits Realization Assessments.

Traditional disciplines like business analysis, project management, change management, process management, software 
development, and application management are often engaged in aspects of use case #3. Business Architects provide 
additional value to the business leader by establishing a common language and framework which connect these 
perspectives into a holistic view of the business unit or department. For IT organizations, Business Architects can provide 
alignment between business transformation and the IT project portfolio or roadmap. 

Software tools for this use case need to be visual, able to consume multiple document types, support architectural and 
process frameworks, integrate with BPM/EA/PPM tools, have a highly configurable data model, be object oriented, and 
support multiple users.
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Business Architecture Software Landscape
Given the diversity of use cases in the practice of Business Architecture, finding a perfectly matching tool will be a challenge 
for most practitioners and practices. Using the 3 use cases identified earlier, more than 20 software platforms were found 
that make up the Business Architecture software landscape as illustrated in Fig. 2.  

Software Platforms 

Use Cases

FIG. 2 
 

We Want Your Opinion! Click here to take our quick survey to tell us what tools you want to see reviewed. 

A Business Architecture Vendor Directory: Click here to view a complete list of products by vendor. 

It is worth recognizing that many practices have evolved from deep Enterprise Architecture or Business Process Management 
organizational roots. For that reason, software platforms across multiple disciplines with strong Business Architecture features 
were included in this analysis. As an example, the Strategy Planning software category was included because some progressive 
platforms are using capability based frameworks and Business Architecture approaches. 

The software platforms selected for this review have a specific Business Architecture focus and feature set and includes: 
Business Architecture tools, Business Process Management platforms, Strategy Planning tools, Enterprise Architecture 
platforms, Portfolio Management tools, and Productivity software. 

Business Architecture Tools
Platforms specifically designed for the business architect community using Business Architecture frameworks and 
methodology. 

Business Process Management Platforms
BPM platforms with strong Business Architecture feature sets and product extensions.

Strategy Planning Tools
Collaborative strategy platforms based on Business Architecture methodology.

http://www.bainstitute.org/survey/business-architecture-tools-survey
http://www.bainstitute.org/batt
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Enterprise Architecture Platforms
EA platforms with strong Business Architecture feature sets and product extensions.

Portfolio Management Tools
Benefits realization software platforms based on Business Architecture methodology. 

Productivity Software
Common office productivity software used to create, model, and collaborate architecture deliverables. 

Business Architecture Practice Segments
Business architects practice in many different ways and sizes. We have created Business Architecture practice segments to 
help you match your practice’s structure with the right category of tools. For the purpose of this evaluation, practitioners 
were categorized based on the maturity of their practice and business use case as illustrated in Fig. 3.  Based on this 
approach the major segments which describe practitioners are:

1. Novices
2. Internal Advisors
3. Internal Teams (Informal Practice, Corporate Practice, IT Practice)
4. External Advisors

 

Bus. Architecture Segments

FIG. 3

Novices 
Novices represent the largest grouping of business architects and are individuals with a strong interest in pursuing 
Business Architecture.4 They are seeking certification and training and typically have a wide range of experience as 
well as a solid knowledge base from an implementation discipline. Novices are at the forefront of demonstrating the 
individual’s value of Business Architecture skills and overall benefit of a practice to the organization where they are 
employed. Novices are more likely to encounter limited budget resources for acquiring Business Architecture tools 
and are more likely to utilize what is already available through their business unit or IT department. 

Internal Advisors
Internal Advisors represent the individuals who are practicing Business Architecture within their organization. They 
are using Business Architecture tools and techniques, informally or formally, to deliver value to a corporation as an 
employee within their current discipline or advance their ideas. An internal advisor could also be a Business Process 
or Enterprise Architect working with the business to realize corporate strategy. Internal advisors are likely to have 
limited budget in regards to Business Architecture tools, but may be able to utilize or extend current tools within their 
discipline which have Business Architecture features. 
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Internal Teams
Internal Teams represent a group which is practicing Business Architecture within a corporation. These groups create, 
build and then align the organization on a foundation of people, process, and technology. An Internal Team may be 
at different stages of maturity ranging from initial formation to being fully integrated with the business. Three sub-
segments of this group worth noting are the Informal Practice, Corporate Practice, IT Practice. 

Informal Practice 
The Informal Practice operates much like a startup, with the corporate entity being its customer. The initial 
focus will be on getting organizational buy in, demonstrating value, and securing budget for its operations. The 
Informal Practice establishes agreement on frameworks, and building initial enterprise and business unit level 
operational models. Informal Practices seek Business Architecture tools that align to chosen frameworks, provide 
standard templates, promote the visualization of capability maps across the enterprise, and can be purchased by 
individual employees without major IT procurement involvement. 

Corporate Practice 
The Corporate Practice has a funded sanctioned practice that operates within the formal business organizational 
structure. The benefit of this sub-segment is it is aligned with the business in a way that allows it to focus not just 
on technology architecture, but on process, culture, people factors, and initiatives. The Corporate Practice has 
the highest probability of becoming part of the strategy formulation process and performing across the entire 
strategy to execution value stream. Corporate Practices have access to larger budgets for Business Architecture 
tools and seek platforms with high levels of integration and strong visualizations which can be distributed across 
the enterprise. 

IT Practice 
The IT Practice has a funded sanctioned practice that operates with the IT organizational structure. It seeks to 
align overall IT efforts and architecture to business strategy. In many organizations a business subject matter 
expert may be part of the enterprise architecture organization and informally fulfilling this role. IT Practices 
favor platforms with strong Enterprise Architecture frameworks. The majority of these platforms now provide a 
Business Architecture add-on or integration.  

External Advisors
External Advisors represent individuals or consulting practices which utilize Business Architecture formally as part of their 
service offering. In addition to solving client problems, they may be called upon to assist corporations in developing a client’s 
formal internal Business Architecture practice, conducting training, or performing a certification course. External Advisors 
have limited access to budget for Business Architecture tools outside of a client engagement but might have an in-house 
solution which they extend to customers. For individual practitioners and firms without a business practice, individual user 
based Business Architecture platforms are appealing to them. Unlike Internal Advisors and Internal Teams, External Advisors 
require a wider base of industry models and process libraries if they advise across multiple industries. External Advisors also 
may partner with software tool providers to provide a combination of software and consulting services.

Business Architecture Tool Evaluation Framework
We have identified the full spectrum of Business Architecture tools, and have created a framework of ten criteria for 
evaluating the options and determining which tools are the best fit for your business architecture journey.

1. Overall Feature Span - represents the wider features the tool offers beyond business architecture. This includes 
Strategy Planning, Enterprise Architecture, Business Process Mgmt., Portfolio Mgmt., Project Mgmt., Requirements 
Mgmt., Test Mgmt., Benefits Mgmt., and Governance/Risk/Compliance.  

2. Business Architecture Feature Span - specific features needed by practitioners to review strategic impacts, create 
and maintain business models, link mapping information, evaluate initiatives, develop heat maps, produce roadmaps, 
and provided rich visualizations for business insights. 
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Business Architecture Tool Evaluation Framework (Continued)
3. User Experience - overall ease of use by technical, business SME’s, business architects, and business leaders. 

Includes factors for collaborative features, document sharing capabilities, multiple device accessibility, and 
comprehensive training. 

4. Frameworks - rating for the use of the following frameworks and standards (BizBok, TOGAF, DODAF, Zachmann, 
Archimate, BPMN, UML, Lean/Six Sigma, Business Model Canvas, Business Motivation Model, SAP) 

5. Integrations - rating for ability to import/export data from repositories, data exchange standards with BPM and EA 
systems

6. Business Architecture Models & Templates - availability of industry reference models and Business Architecture 
specific tool templates. ie: (Value Stream Map, APQC Process Classification Frameworks, etc.)

7. Total Cost of Ownership - rating reflecting the overall cost range for a solution for a medium size team of business 
architects, contributors, and read access for the entire business. Cloud solutions with per user pricing are rated more 
favorably than on premise solutions requiring server hardware installations and ongoing internal IT support activities. 

8. IT Alignment - compatibility with IT Infrastructure and data security needs of large corporations. Ease of 
implementation, overall effort needed from customer IT to implement and support. Tools which provided strong EA 
features like information and application mapping receive a more favorable rating. 

9. Business Alignment - compatibility with non-technical business users. Tools which provided rich adaptable 
visualizations for business leader and executive audiences are favored.  

10. Business Architecture Segments - rating for the span of potential usage by novices, internal advisors, internal 
teams, and external advisors.  

Based on these criteria, and after exploring a variety of platforms that are available today, BAInstitute.org defines an 
enterprise class Business Architecture tool as:  

The platform has a comprehensive set of Business Architecture features as listed above, and strong support for 
Business to IT alignment made possible by integrations to EA and BPM tools. An easy to use interface provides for 
rapid business visualizations, generating scenarios, all without compromising on technical modeling standards, 
or data integrity. The platform vendor provides outstanding support including a strong training program not only 
for its software, but also for individual Business Architecture certification.The platform has collaborative features, 
document sharing, multiple device access, a scalable cloud based offering with a flexible pricing models, and is easy 
to deploy.

Software Need by Practice Segment 
Novice
Novices will need platforms that have out of the box capability mapping, strong strategy frameworks, lower price 
point, individual pricing models, and scalable architectures. These platforms need to have strong knowledge sharing 
communities and as well as collaboration with Business Architecture communities of interest that cater to the 
development needs of novice architects. Use case #3 (Business Unit Modeling) is the most likely entry point for a 
novice business architect. This is a difficult proposition because of the level of detail and collaboration involved to 
produce meaningful insights.

The Microsoft Enterprise Architecture Toolkit (MEAT) platform, also known as Microsoft Office (Word, Visio, Excel, 
and PowerPoint), is a common starting point for Novices. Novice practitioners will find limitations in MEAT and other 
types of productivity software as they seek enterprise standards, views which rollup multiple documents, and links for 
disparate information across departments.

Internal Advisors and Informal Internal Teams
Internal Advisors and Informal Internal teams will prefer platforms which have strong business architecture 
frameworks, low to medium price points, solid user experiences, flexibility in configurations, and solid business 
alignment features. Use cases #2 & #3 are applicable here.
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Software Need by Practice Segment (Continued)
Internal IT Teams with Business Architecture Focus
Business Architecture practices based out of an Enterprise Architecture organization would best be served by 
platforms with a strong EA pedigree. These platforms have more comprehensive IT focused features, strongest 
technical integrations, and wide representation of EA frameworks. Additionally, a mature EA or BPM organization 
within a large corporation might already be using these tools for the technical aspects of use case #3.

External Advisors and Corporate Internal Teams 
Business Architecture practices based out of a business or strategic corporate function would best be served 
by platforms designed with a strong Business Architecture feature span. These platforms will have the best user 
experience, EA/BPM integrations, and out of the box business architecture templates. External Advisors would benefit 
from platforms which have multiple business models, or process classification frameworks if they advise across 
industries. All three of the use cases, are applicable for these types of teams.   

In Conclusion
There is more than one acceptable approach to Business Architecture. This report identifies tools that enable 
business architects to practice beyond the traditional EA and BPM platforms.

We created Business Architecture practice segments to help you match the right category of tools with your practice’s 
structure based on the practice’s maturity and business use case.

There are more than 20 vendors that offer specific Business Architecture solutions either as a “pure play” offering or as 
an addition to existing suite or platform. The tools included in this report enable practitioners to identify which software 
platform is the best fit for the journey to provide optimum value to business leaders using business architecture.

In the coming months, we will begin publishing reviews of Business Architecture tools from each category using the 
evaluation framework we defined above. 

Click here to take our quick survey to tell us which tools you want to see reviewed.  
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